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SUBMISSION GRAPPLING & MIXED MARTIAL ARTS 

 

24-27 June 2014 

BULGARIA Varna, sports complex "Black Sea" 



1. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

1.1. Promotion and popularization of development UNIFIGHT (Universal battle), MMA (Mixed Martial 

Arts) and SUBMISSION GRAPPLING (tactical combat), healthy lifestyle and raise patriotism and 

spirituality, prevention of crime and drug abuse. 

1.2. Improving skills of athletes, securing the skills acquired during the training process. 

1.3. Training of judges and coaches. 

1.4. Development and strengthening of ties between the international sports federations and clubs martial 

arts of Europe, regional offices and clubs involved in promoting arts and UNIFIGHT (Universal 

Combat), MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) and SUBMISSION GRAPPLING (tactical combat). 

1.5. Into teams to participate in international tournaments. 

 

2. VENUE AND DATES 

2.1. Location: Bulgaria, Varna, Sports Complex "Black Sea". 

2.2. Dates: from 24th to 27th June 2014 

2.3. Gymnastic and sporting events are held in the athletic facilities that meet the requirements of relevant 

regulations in force on the territory of Bulgaria and to ensure public order and safety of participants and 

spectators 

2.4. Rules of the event: 

June 24, 2014. - Registration, credentials committee, weighing. 

       June 25, 2014. - Grand opening and preliminary bouts. 

       June 26, 2014. - Semifinal and final matches of the Championships. 

June 27, 2014. - Galla-finals among adults, fights among professionals, shooting TV Bulgaria and 

Russia. 

       Planned arrival of the honored guests: 

       Olympic judo champion, President of the International Federation and the Russian Federation 

UNIFIGHT Unifight Novikov Sergei Petrovich; 

  World champion in MMA, owner Belts UFC, President of the Federation of Mixed Martial Arts 

Russian Taktarov Oleg; 

       President of the European Federation Continental UNIFIGHT Kondrashov Alexander; 

       Vice President of the International Federation Yury Danilov UNIFIGHT. 

3. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 

3.1. Each participant at the time of passage of the Credentials Committee shall have the following 

documents: 

- Passport or other identity document with a photograph athlete; 

- Qualification/test book athlete (if available in the sports discipline); 

- Insurance against accidents in sporting activities with insurance coverage, "the whole world" and 

"Sports activities", the insured amount is not less than 50 000; 

- Medical insurance policy "Going abroad" for medical care in Bulgaria (issued when applying for a 

visa); 

- Medical permission to participate in the competition; 

- To participate in competitions of athletes under the age of 18 years - the mandatory provision of a 



written parental consent; 

- Mandatory use of the girls on the chest protector in all age categories. 

3.2. As part of the competition allowed the participation of athletes in different sections. 

3.3. Costs associated with sending participants, referees, coaches and representatives (food, travel and 

accommodation) by sending organizations, sponsors or personal funds of the participants. 

3.4. Ground Jury reserves the right not to allow participants to compete for non-compliance to the 

requirements of the participant athlete participating in competitions. 

 

4. ORGANIZERS 

4.1. Organizers of the Festival of Martial Arts «GOLDEN GATE BULGARIA»: Union of martial arts 

schools in Bulgaria, International sports public organization SUMA, Bulgarian Confederation of 

Kickboxing and Muaythai, International Federation UNIFIGHT, Promotional Centre "Star" Oleg 

Taktarov. 

4.2. Costs associated with technical, advertising and information support activities, training, health care and 

design festival venue borne by the Union of martial arts schools in Bulgaria and the Organizing 

Committee. 

4.3. Organizer «European Cup Unifight (UNIFIGHT)» and Tournament «TIME to FIGHT»: 

International Promotional Centre "Star", the Federation of Mixed Martial Arts (MMA). 

4.4. Head tournament referee: M.A. Potorokin +7 (925) 848 1888 

       Deputy Chief Judge: R.R. Fazleev +7 (985) 810 3169 / 3 (59) 89 7493129 

       Chief Secretary: V.A. Potorokina 

4.5. Resettlement teams performed at a partner event, applications for resettlement and taken part in the 

competition on e-mail: ttf-mr@mail.ru 

5. TOURNAMENT FORMAT 

5.1. Open European Cup Tactical Combat (SUBMISSION GRAPPLING): 

Competitive net on the Olympic system (section SUBMISSION GRAPPLING) with the presentation of 

medals Martial Arts Festival «GOLDEN GATE BULGARIA»: martial arts for 1-2 and third place. 

5.2. Tournament Mixed Martial Arts «TIME to FIGHT»: 

Competitive net on the Olympic system (section MMA -mixed martial arts) with the award of medals 

Martial Arts Festival «GOLDEN GATE BULGARIA» 1-2 and third place. 

In the final match of MMA section SAFE (age group 8-17 years) in the weight category with the highest 

number of participants will be awarded the championship belt tournament «TIME to FIGHT 

JUNIOR». 

In the final match of MMA section (age group 18-35), in the weight category with the highest number 

of participants will be awarded the championship belt tournament «TIME to FIGHT». 

Tournament championship belt «TIME to FIGHT» will be awarded to fully conducted final 

matches, the defeat (failure) can be considered only mean removing finalist doctor. 

5.3. Charitable Trust participation fee of 35 Euros. 

mailto:ttf-mr@mail.ru


 

5.4. Discipline MMA SAFE: naked torso (rashgard optional), shorts, helmet (closed type), protection and 

shin instep, groin, without caps, gloves for mixed martial arts. Allow full contact striking and throwing 

the correct equipment in the rack and orchestra (the agreed at the meeting (seminar) judges and 

representatives). 

 

In the discipline of MMA SAFE LITE VERSION age category «KIDS» (8-11 years) shock 

techniques in the stalls is prohibited. Fights take place in the Octagon (Octagon), the ring mat. 

 

Fight lasts: 

Age 8-11 years - 2 rounds of 1.5 minutes with a break of 1 minute 

Ages 12-17 - 2 rounds of 2 minutes with a break of 1 minute 

Age 18-35 years - 2 rounds of 3 minutes with a break of 1 minute 

Finals age 18-35 years - 2 rounds of 4 minutes with a break of 1 minute. 

Allowed Extra round. 

 

5.5. Discipline SUBMISSION GRAPPLING: shorts for mixed martial arts, rashgard, groin, (cap and 

headphones optional). Allowed to perform any correct throwing techniques, on the ground allowed the 

pain and chokes. Forbidden to use any ointments and creams WARMING. 

Fight lasts: 

Divisions Age «LITE VERSION ММА SAFE», «SUBMISSION GRAPPLING» 
age "KIDS" 

Boys 
8 - 9 25 28 31 34 38 42 42+       

Girls 

Boys 
10 - 11 31 34 38 42 46 50 55 55+     

Girls 

«FULL VERSION ММА SAFE», «SUBMISSION GRAPPLING»  age "JUNIOR" 

Boys 
12 - 13 38 42 46 50 55 60 60+ 

  
  

Girls 

«FULL VERSION ММА SAFE», «SUBMISSION GRAPPLING»  age "AMATEUR" 
Boys 

14 - 15 42 46 50 55 60 65 70 75 75+ 
 Girls 

Boys 
16 - 17 46 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 86 86+ 

Girls 

«FULL VERSION ММА»,  «SUBMISSION GRAPPLING» 

Boys 
18 - 20 56 60 65 70 75 80 86 92 92+   

Girls 

Men 
21 - 35 57 61 66 71 77 84 93 102 102+ 

 Women 

Permissible tolerance 200 gr. 



 Age 8-11 years - 1 round of 3 minutes 

 Age 12-15 years - 2 rounds of 2 minutes with a break of 1 minute 

 Age 16-20 years - 2 rounds of 3 minutes with a break of 1 minute 

 Age 21-35 years - 2 rounds of 4 minutes with a break of 1 minute 

 Allowed Extra round. 

5.6. To participate in the contest organizers provide equipment from technical partner: Company GREEN 

HILL. 

5.7. Submission protest Appeal carried Representative team no later than 30 minutes after the claim with 

reference to a specific paragraph in the Rules and the provision of technical videos. The composition of 

the Jury of Appeal Chief Judge enters the competition (or his deputy), Senior site. Jury of Appeal's 

decision is final. Fee for appeal - 50 Euro. The appeal fee, on appeal, will not be refunded. The decision 

on disqualification is taken by the Chief Justice of competition together with members of the Jury of 

Appeal on the grounds provided by the Senior. 

 

5.8. Preliminary applications with data passports (representatives of the Russian Federation) to 

participate in the tournament must necessarily be provided by e-mail: ttf-mr@mail.ru to 25 May 

2014. 

 

NAME 

 
LAST 

FULL 

YEARS 

DATE OF 

BIRTH 

PASSPORT 

number 

Date of 

issue 

passport 

passport 

validity 

 
VLADIMIR IVANOV 25 13.04.1969 70 213567 14.05.2013 13.05.2018 

 

 

Information Group TIME to FIGHT « VKontakte » - http://vk.com/club43238334 

 

Tournament organizers reserve the right to change the order of the tournament . 

 

Position is an official invitation to the tournament . 


